
The Elements of a Successful Food Blog
Jeremy Zilar

-a successful blog should be meaningful to you
-you don’t need a blog to survive as a professional, but you should know how they work
-should know html (basic)
-use blog to keep private thoughts on project, book, etc. organized - like an online sketchbook
-online presence
 -keep it clean, simple and organized
 -portfolio page/site should show a few great pieces - 5-6
 -want to get people interested and hungry
 -website = business card - name, job, contact info
 -keep blog and portfolio separate, but provide a link between
-guilt kills a blog!
-write blog posts like emails - think of an audience and talk to them
-try to learn basic css
 http://www.thecargocollective.com
-keep a schedule for blogging - avoid guilt, stay disciplined, and write daily, even if you don’t publish every  
post
-can do link posts to someone else - short and sweet
-clear headlines
-keep a private wordpress blog - separate - for writing daily thoughts, ideas, links, photos, etc.
-include blogroll, links, get rid of tags - nobody uses them
-organize your favorite blogs
-making blog central to the community, include links

The Secrets Behind Effective Photos for Food Blogs
Steve Adams & Lara Ferroni

-what makes a great food photo on your blog
 -make it great
  -beautiful, interesting, creative photos
  -don’t put bad photos on your blog
  -your blog represents you
 -make it relevant
  -photos should give insights into you
  -great outtakes
  -things you love
  -behind the scenes at shoots - always interesting
  -self-assigned projects
  -guest blogs
 -make it concise
  -one great photo can be enough
  -leave people curious
 -make it your own
  -no single right style
  -be authentic to you and stay unique
 -make it work
  -image needs to fit on webpage - shouldn’t need to scroll to see whole thing
  -blog layout should highlight images - simple, clear, light backgrounds
  -no flash software
  -think about tablets and phones as well
  -magazine templates
-challenges
 -no budget
 -limited time
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 -questionable lighting conditions
 -less control/too much control
-create a plan for yourself
 -think about your story
 -shots: ingredients, production, finished dish, aftermath, follow up shots
 -a few props is enough
 -know your camera
-camera tips - read your manual!
 -ISO - sensitivity
  -low numbers = high quality, low sensitivity
  -increase ISO in low light
 -use tripod and remote shutter or timer to reduce shake and get clear images
 -dealing with difficult lighting conditions
  -not enough light - use tripod and long exposure, can use LED panels or flashlight app
  -unpleasant color/fluorescents - can adjust in lightroom, use custom white balance
-blog photos in restaurants
 -best choice - don’t do it! enjoy your meal
 -rarely looks great later
 -best choice is to take a quick snapshop with camera phone, then recreate the dish or look later
 -go at lunch and sit near a window
 -ask restaurant for permission and set up a shoot
 -don’t use flash
 -play with candle and napkin for lighting, use high ISO
 -shoot exterior or other patrons
-restaurants on assignment
 -plan - visit ahead, know what you want to shoot
 -look for the light - make the most of what’s available
 -be respectful of patrons
-don’t rush your blog posts
 -take your time
 -know when to publish - avoid fridays and weekends
-processing an image - use RAW format if possible
 -capture one, lightroom, aperture, iphoto
 -capture one - robust RAW editing, no catalog
  captureintegration.com
  72/pixels/inch - do a real export
 -lightroom - great combo of imaging and catalog
  d-65.com - resources, webinars
 -aperture - similar to lightroom, mac only
 -iphoto - simple, good for point and shoot
-photos for web vs. print
 -web images are more forgiving than print, but are more inconsistent browser-to-browser
  generic rgb - not for output
-post-processing for the web
 -images should be scaled for typical display
 -screen resolution is 72ppl
 -max of 700 pixels high
 -don’t forget that screens are landscape
-blogging tools
 -ecto (word for blogs)
 -mars edit
 -blogsy
-food photo sites
 -foodgawker, photograzing, tastspotting
 -foodpress, wordsocial
 -food 52 - theme contests, weekly
-twitter photo sharers
 -check terms of service on free sites - “limited purposes of publishing with service”
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 -try bestcamera, mobypicture, flickr, twitpic
-for steve adams powerpoint, go to http://www.steveadamsstudio.com/icfsp.zip
-lightroom allows for batch editing while shooting tethered, can edit metadata while importing
-a bit overexposed is easier to correct than underexposed
-don’t obsess over blog design - make it clean and functional, focus on having good content

Video/Multimedia for Blogging and Clients
Jeremy Zilar, Diane Cu, Todd Porter & James Scherzi

-flickr - 90 seconds of video - “moving images” - have to get to the point, fast action
-vimeo and youtube are pretty much the same - just a matter of audience, space and style
-if you regularly produce video/audio, get it on a feed or a podcast
-focus on new content - don’t repeat old posts
-the more you can do/shoot/create, the happier you can make your clients and the more valuable you 
become
-people don’t watch videos more than 3-4 minutes long
-focus on storytelling
-gluten-free girl and the chef cookbook video
 -focused on the person and told their story
-what’s the difference in video?
 resolution
 frames per second (30) - human eye is 24
 sd vs. hd
 interchangable lenses
 big learning curve
 sound
-pre-production is essential to effective storytelling and smooth production
-storyboards help everyone
-larger budgets
-b-roll really helps when putting the final product together
-equipment - camera (standard or dslr)
 lighting - LED or hot lights
 sound - mics, boom
 post-production
macperformanceguide.com
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